

USS Delphyne 10001.24

Host Nicke says:
<><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><

Host CO_Grant says:
::Exits the Ready room and stands on bridge surveying activity::

OPS_Lynam says:
::At station compiling data.::

XO_Wall says:
::on bridge::

CNS_Jiosa says:
::nods to the captain as he enters the bridge, sits in her chair::

FCO-Nichols says:
::Heads to station from TL::

MO_Lea says:
::Sits in her really soft, comfortable chair in sickbay behind the fine replica of an old oak desk::

CTO_Psion says:
::At bridge::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: has every department turned in their data to you?

XO_Wall says:
::looks up from PADD notices Capt. Grant returns to the bridge::

CTO_Psion says:
::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::Conduction phaser qualifications in holodeck1::

Host CO_Grant says:
::nods and smiles at the counselor::

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
::finishing up repairs on Deck 7::

MO_Lea says:
::Sends the last of her information from current research through the computer to OPS::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Not yet sir.  Still waiting on astrometrics and the compiled data from Science.

CTO_Psion says:
::Conducts scans of the vicinity::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: keep me posted

FCO-Nichols says:
::rechecks station regarding "updated map information"::

MO_Lea says:
::Checks her PADD for the next order of business::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Adds data from Medical::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Has engineering reported on status of warp drive?

CNS_Jiosa says:
FCO: Looking forward to physicals ? ::smiles::

XO_Wall says:
CO: no sir not yet?, other than that the ship seems to be getting back to normal

FCO-Nichols says:
::groans:: CNS: Yeah, sure.

MO_Lea says:
*Engineering*: Do you know when sickbay will be back in order?

OPS_Lynam says:
::Recieves data from Sciennce and Astrometrics.  Adds it to the file and begins the encryption::

CNS_Jiosa says:
FCO: I never got why everyone hates physicals it is quite "illogical"

Host CO_Grant says:
*ENG*: Do we have warp drive available?

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::watches as one group finishes their quals, and another group steps up to the line::

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
<Bridges> MO: in about a half hour, Mac is there working on it

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
<Bridges> CO: yes you have up to warp 6

MO_Lea says:
::Thinks of calling the counselor in for her physical. Consults her list::

Host CO_Grant says:
*ENG*: thank you

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Data compiled and encrypted.  Ready to send it to Starfleet.

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
<Bridges> CO: your welcome sir

FCO-Nichols says:
CNS: No offense counselor, but my work is important to me and a physical seems an "illogical" use of time.

CTO_Psion says:
::Conducts sensor checks of shields and deflector grid::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::makes some comments to Harris about the groups shooting::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Go ahead and transmit it . Once you have the acknowledgement proceed with memory bank erasure

OPS_Lynam says:
CO:Aye sir.

MO_Lea says:
::Finishes the download of information into her padd::

CNS_Jiosa says:
FCO: But arent you nothing more than a glorified bus driver? ::said in a playful tone::

XO_Wall says:
CO: lets hope we seen the last of that future, huh Capt?

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Transmits data and prepared the memory bank erasure.::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Only future I am worried about is today and of course I would be delighted if we don't have any computer problems like ones that say hello to you

FCO-Nichols says:
::grunts at CNS and mumbles:: This coming from a glorified head shrinker?

CNS_Jiosa says:
::pulls out LLS::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Recieves acknowlegement of the signal and begins the erasure.::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: Is our course set to return to patrol area?

CNS_Jiosa says:
FCO: I heard that ::grins::

XO_Wall says:
CO: ::grins:: aye

MO_Lea says:
::Administers another dose of Creanlin to the CMO::

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
*MO*: you can move back in now

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Shields and the deflector grid are nominal sir.

FCO-Nichols says:
CO: Yes sir.  We're ready to go on your order.

FCO-Nichols says:
CNS: Then we're even Couselor?

Host CO_Grant says:
CTO: acknowledged

MO_Lea says:
*EO*: Thank you very much!

CNS_Jiosa says:
FCO: For now, for now

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Happy to erase the memory banks.  Just wishes he could erase his own.::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: Engage , warp 5

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
*CEO*: Deck 7 and Medbay has been repaired

FCO-Nichols says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::engages engines::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Memory erasure complete, data transmitted and acknowleged.

Host CO_Grant says:
:: feels the ship go to warp::

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
::gets in turbo lift and heads to Deck 14::

CEOLefler says:
*EO* Good work Mac. Now get back down to Main Engineering and keep an eye on the computer functions

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Very good

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
*CEO* aye, on my way

MO_Lea says:
::Begins to gather her stack of padds::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: I hope that keeps the Office of Time Invariance off our backs

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: No kidding.  Those guys give me the creeps.

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Last time I met those guys was at the academy, veritably ranting on and on about Capt Kirk

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: They claim he pissed them off even in death

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
::exits trubo lift and enters Engineering...stands at his console and keeps an eye on the computer

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::expalins to some poor crewman that he's failed quals, and will have to spend 5 hours practicing before he can try again next week.::

MO_Lea says:
::Exits the Holodeck and enters a TL:: TL: Deck 7.

XO_Wall says:
CO: ::laughs::

MO_Lea says:
::Enters sickbay:: Self: Nice job..

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Readies OPS for continued patrol.::

XO_Wall says:
CO: don't they always pick on the greats of Starfleet?

CTO_Psion says:
::Conducts scans with long range sensors::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::Starts Holoprogram again and watches Harris do Quals::

MO_Lea says:
Nurse: Go down to holodeck 3 and prep the Doctor for transport.

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: they claim the great get in the way and have to be punished or made invariant

Host CO_Grant says:
CNS: ANy news on the colonies we may pass on the way on our patrol?

MO_Lea says:
<Nurse>::Enters sickbay, moves CMO onto a stretcher, and brings him back up to sickbay::

XO_Wall says:
CO: well if they had run the show our present might have been drastically different from what it is now

FCO-Nichols says:
::sends message to astrometrics to verify station maps::

CNS_Jiosa says:
CO: Nothing out of the usual hardym, stubborn settlers, nothing to difficult at the moment

Host CO_Grant says:
CNS: In that case go ahead and have MEDBAY perform the necessary physical. See you back here soon.

CNS_Jiosa says:
CO: Sure thing ::walks of to sickbay whistling a merry tune::

MO_Lea says:
::Gets everything back in order and runs a few diagnositcs on the biobeds::

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for energy signatures indicative of warp drives::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::CPO Harris gets the high score so far....it's Hawkes turn now...all the security guy watch smirking.::

XO_Wall says:
CO: I just checked in with Laiiron a bit ago before coming on duty, he's not currently doing so well according to Dr. Lea

CNS_Jiosa says:
TL: Sickaby

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Then he is in effect off - line. I am sure Dr.Lea will do fine

MO_Lea says:
::Runs a diagnostic on the scanners, trying to get in a better mood::

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
::keeps close eye on the computers, all is well::

CNS_Jiosa says:
::exits the TL and walks into sickbay::

MO_Lea says:
*TO*: If you have a moment Mr. Hawkes, could you report to sickbay for your physical?

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::Starts firing at the little light balls that zip around....and misses! Hears the guys start laughing hysterically::

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Oh, Hello Counselor.

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: Doctor, CO ordered me to report for a physical

XO_Wall says:
CO: yes Im am a little concerned though he does'nt look good

TO_Hawkes_ says:
Computer: End program

TO_Hawkes_ says:
*MO*: ON my way!

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Very well.. take a seat on the biobed please an lie down.

TO_Hawkes_ says:
CPO_Harris: SOrry....Have to go. You take over here.

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: He is tough, he will pull through. Next time you see him tell him that is an order

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: I can wait till after the TO is done ::hops on the biobed::

XO_Wall says:
CO: aye

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::Walks out of HD a little bemused....."I think they tampered with my sights"::

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
::runs level 3 diagnostics on main computer::

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Since you are here, we can begin now, or we can wait. It does not have any affect.  ::Distractedly looks over the biobed controls once more::

XO_Wall says:
::returns to looking over Reports on a PADD::

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO:We'll wait can't rush my physical, I'm to important ! ::grins::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: Eta to the point where we left off our patrol?

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for spacial anomalies::

FCO-Nichols says:
::receives verification from astrometrics::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Deck 7

OPS_Lynam says:
::Makes routine scan of comm channels::

MO_Lea says:
::Nods:: CNS: All right Liz..  ::Looks over her padd again, then looks up and picks up a hypospray::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::Exits TL and goes to Sickbay::

FCO-Nichols says:
CO: We reach our patrol point in 4 minutes 17 seconds sir.

CNS_Jiosa says:
::lays back on the biobed::

MO_Lea says:
::Loads the hypospray with a small vial of a green chemical::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: Very good, once we arrive, resume our original course, warp 3 as new speed at that point

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Just, ah, rest for a while.

FCO-Nichols says:
CO: Aye sir, warp 3.

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::enters Sickbay and sees the CNS on the bed:: MO: Hi Dr. You rang?

XO_Wall says:
CTO: with Deck 7 repaired now, allow everbody who was evacuated to return

CNS_Jiosa says:
Self: ::mumbles:: Sure say hello to the doctor

MO_Lea says:
TO: Yes, thank you for coming so quickly. If you'll take a seat on the biobed? ::Gestures with hand toward free biobed. Walks  over to CMO's biobed::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::fiddles with his phaser-2 while waiting...and notices that the sights are out of alignment by 3cm. "Those B#@$$@ds!"::

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
::diagnostics come back negative::

CEOLefler says:
OPS: You know as much as I love peace and quiet I think I actually miss having this ship fall apart under heavy Jem H'dar fire. Gave me a chance to look good in front of the girls. ::Gives Nichols a glance across the bridge::

MO_Lea says:
::Raises her eyebrows at the exclamation, but administers another dose of pain killers to the CMO::

CTO_Psion says:
*All*  All personell assigned to deck 7 may return.

OPS_Lynam says:
CEO: Uh huh, if it'll make you feel better I can overload a plasma conduit or two.

Host CO_Grant says:
::Looks perplexed at the comment from the CEO::

FCO-Nichols says:
::Looks back at Lefler and thinks OH Boy!::

XO_Wall says:
::gets up and checks status with each of the bridge stations and current officers::

MO_Lea says:
::walks back to TO:: TO: Okay, if you could answer a few questions..  ::Activated overhead scanners::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::Sits on biobed LEa indicated...and recalibrates the sights....chuckling to himself....[eric cartman voice] "revenge is so very very sweet!"::

CEOLefler says:
OPS: Your a pall Fox.

FCO-Nichols says:
::resets speed to Warp 3 and resumes patrol route::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::PUts phaser away:: MO: Ok Doc...shoot.

CNS_Jiosa says:
::pulls out LLS::

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans subspace::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: everything seems to be in order for now, so I am going back to the REady Room.

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Inform me if anything interesting happens

OPS_Lynam says:
::Runs full spectrum comm frequency scan::

Host CO_Grant says:
::Gets up and move towards the RR::

XO_Wall says:
CO: aye ::standing from the main science station::

MO_Lea says:
TO: When was your last physical, what is your full name, have you had any unusual symptoms such as dizziness, fatigue, nausea, faintness, blackouts, lost of balance, sudden loss of consciousness?

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
::turns and checks the computers mainframe::

Host CO_Grant says:
::Walks into RR and passes by the replicator:;

Host CO_Grant says:
::ORders a tropical drink, non-alcoholic ::

Host CO_Grant says:
:: takes drink to desk and drinks it while reviewing reports::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
MO: 9906.26....Mervin Gideon Hawkes......Nope, usually, only when I cook, nope, nope, nope....unless you count when the ships gets knocked around...and nope.


XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: whats are the remaining problem areas of the ship, status of the Delphyne overall?

MO_Lea says:
::Makes proper notes on the PADD and activates scans:: TO: Okay, just stay put a while while the scan finishes.

Host Nicke says:
ACTION:  Sensors pick up a small ferengi freighter in orbit around the planet of the new alliance colony

CEOLefler says:
XO: Well sir the computer glitches we had a few days ago remain a mystery. Although they could have been a result of some sort of temporal disturbance we were unaware of. Other than that the ship is at 100% for the first time in a long time

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Ferengi vessel on sensors.

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::Stays put....tries not to think about biobed horror stories...they're probably just apochraphal anyway.....right?::

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: keep an eye on that?

XO_Wall says:
CTO: where at?

CEOLefler says:
XO: I have someone keeping a constant eye on the computers sir

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Orbitting a colony on a planet at coordinates 187 mark 9.

OPS_Lynam says:
::Prepares the Ferengi comm frequencies.::

XO_Wall says:
CEO: good

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
::pulls out mainboard::

MO_Lea says:
::Walks over to CNS:: CNS: Ready counselor?

CNS_Jiosa says:
::puts LLS away:: MO: Yes, Sir

MO_Lea says:
CNS: When was your last physical, what is your full name, have you had any unusual symptoms such as dizziness, fatigue, nausea, faintness, blackouts, lost of balance, sudden loss of consciousness?

XO_Wall says:
CTO: open a channel

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Aye sir.  ::Opens channels::  Hailing frequencies open.

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: At the Academy fourth year, Elizabeth Mackenzie Jiosa, none of the abover syptoms have been affecting me

MO_Lea says:
::Activates overhead scanner:: CNS: Just wait here a few minutes please.

MO_Lea says:
::Walks back to the TO and deactivates the scanner::

XO_Wall says:
COM: ferrengi vessel: this is Cmdr. Wall of the Federation starship Delphyne, are you alright, need any assistance?

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: So will I live?

MO_Lea says:
::Picks up a small device and prepares to take a blood sample::

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Unknown at the moment...

Eng_Mac-Quest says:
::to self:: hmm the mainboard and mainframe seem to be functioning properly :: slides mainboard and mainframe back in the computer::

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: Hmm oh well::shrugs::

MO_Lea says:
TO: If you will hold still?

TO_Hawkes_ says:
:: holds very very very still::

MO_Lea says:
::Draws a sample of blood, sets the vial in the tray::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::closes eyes tighly::

MO_Lea says:
TO: All right, you are finished.  Mr. Hawkes?

CNS_Jiosa says:
::looks over at the TO and smirks::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::Opens one eye and looks around::

XO_Wall says:
::waits for response::

FCO-Nichols says:
::rechecks speed and heading::

TO_Hawkes_ says:
MO: Thanks Lea

MO_Lea says:
::A hint of a smile plays:: TO: No problem at all. Thank you for coming down.

TO_Hawkes_ says:
MO: No problem. ::Gets up from the table...and walks out of the Sickbay::

Host Nicke says:
COMM: USS Delphyne: what is it hew muns?

MO_Lea says:
::Walks over to the CNS and deactivates the scanner, retracting it::

XO_Wall says:
COMM: Ferengi: were just patroling this sector is everything alright?

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Please hold still.

Host Nicke says:
COMM:Delphyne: yes...everything is just fine....is there anything else you wanted?

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans Ferengi vessel::

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: Why?

Host Nicke says:
ACTION: scans indicate supply cargo... 

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::Enters TL: TL: Deck Holodeck 1

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Because if you don't, I might cause a laceration of your epidermal.

XO_Wall says:
COMM: Ferengi: no nothing else, unless your in need of assistance?

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: And why would that happen?

Host Nicke says:
COMM: no i dont think we need any assistance... but thank you for your concern im sure

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Because I will now be drawing your blood.

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: Which bringe me back to the original question Why do you need blood?

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::exits TL and heads to HD1::

MO_Lea says:
CNS: It is now common practice to take a sample of blood for anayization.

XO_Wall says:
CTO: anything unsual?

MO_Lea says:
CNS: During a physical.

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: I thought scanners could take care of everything?

CTO_Psion says:
::Mutes comm::  CO:  Scans indicate nothing unusual.  They are simply carrying cargo.

XO_Wall says:
*CO*: we have encountered a ferengi vessel?

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::enters HD1:: CPO_Harris: Rack em up CPO!

FCO-Nichols says:
::adjusts course and speeds due to Ferrengi vessel::

CTO_Psion says:
::Unmutes comm::

Host CO_Grant says:
*XO*: did you hail them?

Host CO_Grant says:
*XO*: Are they doing anythng suspicious?

Host Nicke says:
<Ferengi> COMM: there is really no need for your assistance here. we are quite fine ......

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::The qualification program begins. Hawkes targets the first ball and the CPO holds his breaths....Hawkes hits it::

XO_Wall says:
*CO*: yes, but nothing unsual there just normal supply ship

MO_Lea says:
:::Tries to keep her eyes open::  CNS: The experts at Starfleet medical no longer think so.  They have found that they can test for a new poison they have discovered.

MO_Lea says:
CNS: But they must run the analysis on a sample of the blood itself.

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: Ok then ....i dont see why ::sighs::

Host CO_Grant says:
*XO*: Perhaps we should swing by for a closer look , just in case they are rendezvousing with someone we should know about. At least we can check local records that the transactions are on the up and up

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Neither do I. If you will remain still?

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::As he zaps the targets, Hawkes watches his score climb to within range of the CPO's score::

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: I'm still 

XO_Wall says:
*CO*: aye

MO_Lea says:
::Draws a sample of blood from the Counselor and sets the vial in the tray:: CNS: You are finished.

Host CO_Grant says:
*FCO*: Adjust course to pass near the edge of the star system where the Ferengi are located. Increase speed to Warp 4

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: Don't you have to torture me first for the physical to be complete?

XO_Wall says:
OPS/CTO: monitor all activity around this sector and the ferengi vessol

MO_Lea says:
CNS: And what gives you that impression?

FCO-Nichols says:
::checks previously changed course and increases to warp 4::

MO_Lea says:
CNS: First you say that it is not necessary, now you tell me that you aren't tested enough..

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Acknowledged.

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::as the last target flies...Hawkes needs to hit it in order to beat the CPO.....He depresses the trigger....a miss...the scores are tied::

MO_Lea says:
CNS: You know, I just might know what I am doing here.

FCO-Nichols says:
::winces at sharp headpain::

MO_Lea says:
CNS: After all, you are not the only medical officer on board this ship.

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: Could be... but likely? ::tries not to grin::

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Or rather, the only officer with medical training.

MO_Lea says:
CNS: As I said, you are finished.

TO_Hawkes_ says:
::As the program winds down....Hawkes walks over the the CPO, and gives him a grin. Then looks at the PADD the CPO is holding:: CPO: So...how did everybody do?

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: I think I'll stick around, prep everone for the grueling physical

MO_Lea says:
CNS: Fine. If you wish.

Host Nicke says:
ACTION: the Ferengi ship begins to leave orbit

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: I do, I do

MO_Lea says:
*Bridge*: Is Ensign Nichols available for her physical?

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Ferengi vessel is leaving orbit.

TO_Hawkes_ says:
<CPO>TO: Well, we only had two fail. We got fifteen shooting high expert...not including us two.::

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans Ferengi::

XO_Wall says:
FCO: adjust course to follow

FCO-Nichols says:
XO: Should we set a parallel course to the Ferengi vessel sir?

Host Nicke says:
ACTION: sensors pick up an increase in power as the ferengi ship appears to be ready to hit warp

FCO-Nichols says:
::readjusts course::

XO_Wall says:
*CO*: the ferengi vessol is leaving orbit?

TO_Hawkes_ says:
CPO: Very well Mr. Harris. File that for Psion to look at.  ::Exits HD1::

CNS_Jiosa says:
MO: The FCO you say ::rubs her hands briskly:: good very good

MO_Lea says:
*XO*: Is Ensign Nichols availible for her physical?

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Reading a power increase in the Ferengi vessel.  ::Checks scans to see if the power increase is due to the engines powering up::

Host Nicke says:
ACTION: as the Ferengi  ship moves off...................it Explodes!!

Host Nicke says:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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